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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a general methodology for estimating a stratum's
(observable) crop acreage proportion for a specified season of a target year
from the crop's estimated acreage proportion for sample segments from within
the stratum. Sample segment data for several years and seasons are generally
used in conjunction with those for the target year and season. The proposed
methodology is an application of estimation frocn a mixed Analysis of Variance
(AOV) model.
The specific model proposed is described and developed in section 2 of this
document. A general discussion of estimation using the model is also presented
in this section. In section 3, the use of the model in crop acreage proportion
estimation is described. The general applicability of the development is
illustrated by three examples. A documentation of the Statistical Analysis
System (SAS) implementation of the methodology and sample runs for the examples
of section 3 are presented in section 4.
In the following discussion, matrix notation is used extensively. In particu-
lar, capital letters (with or without subscripts) refer to matrices. Under-
scored small and greek letters (with or without subscripts) refer to column
vectors. Small and greek letters that are used with subscripts and without
underscores refer to elements cf vectors and matrices. Constants are denoted as
small or greek letters with neither subscripts nor underscores. The transpose
of a matrix, say A, is denoted A'. The n-by-n identity matrix is indicated by
I n - If A is a square matrix, A- denotes any matrix such that AA-A = A. For A,
n-by-n nonsingular, A- 1
 denotes a matrix such that AA -1 = A -1A = I n . The
i
symbols 0n and 1 n represent column vectors of length n composed entirely of
r	 zero's and one's, respectively. When the dimensions of a matrix or vector are
not specifically noted, it is assumed that they are conformable with thei
designated operations. Mathematical expectation is denoted E[ ] for both matrix
and scalar operands. Finally, if f( ) is a function and E is a vector the




2. THE BASIC MODEL AND ITS USE IN ESTIMATION
The proposed methodology is an application of the mixed AOV model:
Y= XB+ Zr+ e
where
Y = an n-by-1 response vector
8 = a t-by-1 vector of fixed-effects coefficients
X = an n-by-t matrix representing the fixed-effects design
r = an s-` -1 vector of random-effect coefficients
Z = an n-by-s matrix representing the random-effect design
e = an n-by-1 vector of unexplained errors
The usual assunptions regarding this model are as follows:
(2.1)
a. r is a random vector with mean O s and variance covariance ( V-C) matrix Vr•
b. a is a random vector with man O n and V-C matrix Ve•
c. r and a are independent.
The particular application considered in this document has the property that
is a transformation of an observable vector e; that is, y =f(p) for some
function f(-). Hence, in the following paragraphs, a is referred to as the
response vector and, is referred to as the transformed-response vector. The
elements of the response vector a are assumed to have the following properties
.
	
for each i(i = 1, 2, --•, n):
d. 0 c pi c 1.
[ p il = ni.
'ar[pi7 = E [(Pi - ^ i )`, a ni (1 - n i ).
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The following additional properties are assumed also.
g. Ve
 is a diagonal matrix with the i th diagonal entry proportional to
02 Var[f(p i )] for some a2 > 0.
h. Vr
 is a diagonal matrix with the i th diagonal entry equal to Y E for some
Y > 0.
i. X and Z are both of full column rank [although (X:Z) need not be of full
column rank].
j. n > rank (X:Z) + 1.
The choice of a transformation function f(•) will also be restricted to one of
the three forms:
k. 'identity', f(p i) = pi.
1.	 'log', f(p i ) = Rn(pi).
m.	 'Iogit', f ( p i) = .5 x Rn[ p i/(1 - pi)].
2.1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE ESTIMATION EQUATIONS
Under the conditions imposed above, the mean vector and V-C matrix,
respectively, for y are




Var[,r] = E[ (Y - 1) (Y - j)'] - V  + ZV r Z'	 (2.3)
By denoting V e 
= W-1a2 a
n d V^ = I s a2Y, equation (2.3) becomes
Var[Y] _ ( W-1 + YZZ')02 = V
-1 a2	
(2.4)
Hence, the least squares estimator of B (given W and Y) is
6 = (X'VX) -1 XVY	 (2.5)
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C(x . vx) -1C , a . V^	 (2.8)
Since the quanti* i °,s W, y, and oe are usually jnknown, equations (2.1) and
(2.8) can or'.r s:: 	 .. for estimation from tte mixed model (2.1) after sub-
stitut i -,: .)r their respective estimates, W, r, and oE. (For a discussion of
the of:'ect (J this subsL:;ution on the asymptotic properties of the least
iquaresc estimator of r , shown in equation (2.7), see reference 1.)
2.1.1 ESTIMATION OF W, a2, AND y
Dote that W = e1j2 where the i th diagonal entry of Ve is
ve	 = Var[f ( p i )J = af(*i ) of	 (2.9)
ii
hence, W = [wij ] where
• 1/02(vi) if i = j
w	 (2.10)ij	 0 if i $ j
Since E[p] = A, an initial estimate of W can be obtained by replacing each Wi
in equation (2.10) by its respective estimate pi.
2-3
That is, take W = I;ijl where





If equation (2.1) is premuliiplied by W1^ 2 where W = ( W 1/2 ) 2 , the result is
-1/2	 -1/2 ^1/2 	 X1/2	 •1/2	 .^
W y- = W	 Xs + W	 Zr + W	 e	 W	 (X: Z) r +	 (^ 12)
 )
All the assumptions of model (2.1) hold for equation (2.12) so that now
	
Var[ew]	 W 1/2W -1W 1/2 a2 = I n a2 	(2.13)
Therefore, an initial estimate of a2 is the residual mean square after fitting
9 and r in equation (2.12)
c = ,^'W^I n - (X:Z)[(X:Z)'W(X:Z)] (X:Z)'W^Zr/[n - rank(X:Z)]	 (2.14)
which is unbiased for Q2 when W = W.
E
The estimates of W and c2 can be refined iteratively as follows. First, use
the estimates of	 and r from equation (2.12) to determine an estimated
transformed-response vector Y for the model, that is
r _ (X:Z)[(X:Z)'W(X:Z)J (X:Z)'Wy	 (2.15)
Then define
 









After replacing each p i in equation (2.11) with its corresponding p i from
equation (2.16), the entire procedure can be repeated to produce refined
estimates of W and o . The iteration process can be continued until W (and
hence 0E)	 In In the following paragraphs, W and of denote the
final stable estimates of W and J, respectively.
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After W and 02c are available, y can be estimated via the variance component
analysis procedure known as Henderson's Method 3 (ref. 2). The resulting
estimator for y is
Y, W((x:Z)[(X:Z)'W(X:Z)]-(X:Z)' - X(X'WX)-1X' }Wy / °f) - rank (X:Z) + s
trace }1 Z'W1I n - X(X'WX)-1X'W,Z^i
(2.17)
A
which is unbiased for y when W - W.
The estimator aE in equation (2.14) has the property that a^ > 0 as required.
However, the estimator y in equation (2.17) may be either positive or nega-
tive. In the SAS implementation of this methodology, any y ( 0 results in the
termination of processing, since theoretically y > 0.
2.1.2 INVERSE ESTIMATION
Recall that L represents a transformation of an observable response vector, .E.
Hence the primary interest in estimation may not be
4 - Cs	 (2.18)
but
a ` f -1 (,Y,c )	 (2.19)
A straightforward estimator of a which employs equation (2.7) is
a - f -1(^)	 (2.20)
Since f(-) may not be linear, the estimator a in equation (2.20) may be biased
for a and its exact matrix of mean squares (MMS) may be very difficult to
determine. However, reasonable estimates of the bias and MMS for a can be
obtained as follows. [This development parallels that shown by Sielken and
Dahn (ref. 3)].
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Consider the approximation of each a i	f" l^yc	as a third order Taylor
i
series expanded about yci so that
-1	 w	 df"1\yci/2 d2f 1\yciyC 	 /yC l + (YC - yC ) —y" + 1/2 (;cyC1^
 i
	i	 i	 dy 	 i	 i t	 dy
C 	 C 
(2.21)
If Eryci
J • yci 









=a + .5 x v
	
f(-2) (2.22)i 	 dw2	 i	
c11 	 c i/yci
so that
	
bias [a^ i ] - Eraj - a i - .5 x vcii f (-2) (yci )	 (2.23)







	 C22	 f(-2) (yc ^	 (2.24)
0	 ...	 v
cqq
To determine an estimate of MANS for a, drop the third term from equation (2.21)
so that
df" yc
ti- f-l(y^i+ \yci - yci
	 d	
i = a i + (




AThen if Ery 1 = y
L c i J	 ti
r(-1)^y4 / 0







rt- i )Iy \	 v
`v
(2.26)
2.1.3 RESPONSE TRANSFORMATION EQUATIONS
All equations presented thus far are valid regardless of the transformation
employed to get from p to Y provided all the quantities necessary for the
estimation are defined. For the crop acreage proportion estimation problem,
three transformations are potentially useful: the "identity," the "log," and
the "logit." The formulas associated with these transformations and the
peculiarities associated with their use are presented in sections 2.1.3.1,
2.1.3.2, and 2.1.3.3. For a more complete treatment of the development of
these transfi rmations, see reference 3.
2.1.3.1 The Iden tity Transformation
The identity transformation is:
f (p i ) - p i	 j2.21)
From the previous development, it follows that the W matrix associated wiIi
equation (2.21) has diagonal elements
wii	 1/Wi (1 - *i )	 (2.28)
A
In order to avoid numerical problems in the computation of W, the SAS implemen-
tation replaces any pi < c2 by E2 and any pi > 1 - c2 by 1 • E2 when evaluating
equation (2.11). The parameter E2 is specified by the user, (The substitution
is also performed, if necessary, during each reweighting ltoration.)
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nce equat ion (2.21) is a linear function, it also follows that
a=yc
bias [a' = 0
q
	(2.29)
MMS I a, = Var [a] = v 
2.1.3.2 The Log Transformation
For the log transformation
f(pi) = tn (p i )	 (2.30)
This implies the associated W matrix has diagonal entries
wii = n i /(1 - ni )	 (2.31)




bias [a] _ ( 1/2)
0






ey c l	0	 ...	 0
eycl ...	 0





In the SAS implementation, several steps are taken to avoid numerical
A
problems. First, the calculation of W is handled as it is in the case of the
identity transformation. Second, since in(p i ) is not defined for p i = 0, a
"working log" transformation is used which defines the elements of y as
xn(pi) if p i > E1
y i
 = i	 (2.33)
+in^el , + Pi if 0 c p i	El
1
The effect of this working log transformation is illustrated in figure 2-1.
(The parameter E 1
 ;Host ue specified by the user.) Third, to counteract the
effect of using equation (2.33) rather than equation (2.27), the elements of
a are taken to be
eyci if yc > in(E1)
a i	(2.34)
E 1	 A
y^ - RnCe E1 i f yc a Rn(E1)
which is the inverse of equation (2.23).
2.1.3.3 The l.ogit Transformation
For the logit transformation
f(pi) _ (1/2)xn T -ip	
(2.35)
,
and the associated W matrix has diagonal entries
wii	




i	 of POOR QUALITY







v	 0	 ...	 0
C 11	 A	 A
	0 	
vc22	 2eyci(1 - e2yci)
	
bias [a] _ .	 :	 A	 (2.37)




















 = 2e 2yci \ 1 + e2yci 1
A
As before, the SAS implementation avoids difficulties in computing W by
replacing values of pi less than e2 with c 2 (greater than 1 - e2 with 1 - c2).
Also, since equation (2.35) is not defined for P i e{0, 11, a working logit is




P i e	 if 0< pi t el








if e l < p i < 1 - el
- 
-el	 (Pi - 1)
	
1 + e	 - e if 1 - c l 4 P < 1




The effect of this working transformation is illustrated in figure 2-2. In





2 E1 (1	 'l if yc	 Ec (1/2)tn	 E1- 1	 T'j r,,
' 	
+ (1 - E 1 ) exp[(1 - E1 )- 1 11	 i	 1
e2y c 	 E	 "	 1 - E
i	 if (1/2)in(T—_1E	 < yt < (1/2) ^n	 t 1





2E1(1 - E 1 ) if (1/.2)^tn(1 F-1 E1 < yt
i	 -1	 1 	 iI E I + (1 - E 1 ) exp [(1 7E 1) 1l
(2.39)
y i	 . L PACE IS
t	 :S;R QUALITY
l	 (Pi - 1)
	
















Figure 2-2.- Working logit function.
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3. CROP ACREAGE PROPORTION ESTIMATION USING THE MIXED AOV MODEL
The development of the proposed methodology has been of a very general nature.
Consequently, it has very broad applicability; and, as will be seen in the
following paragraphs, the interpretation of the estimation results can vary
widely depending on the data used and the design matrices (X,Z) specified.
The remainder of this section will be devoted to presenting the analyses of
specific models and data. All of the examples will be derived using subsets
of the data shown in table 3-1.
Example 1: Suppose an estimate of the stratum's at-harvest crop acreage
proportion is desired for each year having representative segment data in
table 1. The model to be used is
y i jk - Rn(pi jk ) = a  + 6  + r  + ei jk	 (3.1)
where
yijk - the transformed crop acreage proportion estimate for segment k at
growth stage j in year i
C4
	




= an adjustment for the tendency of the crop acreage proportion estimate




	an adjustment for the tendency of the crop acreage proportion estimate
for segment k to be different from the stratum's crop acreage
proportion
eijk = all other unexplained effects
The year and growth stage effects are fixed; the segment effect is random.
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( a ) (b)
1 0.279 1 2 1 1
2 .154 2 2 2 1
3 .149 3 2 2 1
4 .074 1 2 3 2
5 .073 2 2 3 2
6 .229 2 2 4 2
7 .212 3 2 4 2
S .275 1 1 1 1
9 .152 2 1 2 1
10 .073 1 1 3 2
11 .069 2 1 3 2
12 .210 3 1 4 2
a As estimated from Landsat multispectral data
b1 = Midseason; 2 - at-harvest
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1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
_
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0


















Let C be defined as
1 0 0 0
0	 1 0 0
C	 0	 0 1 0	 (3.3)
1 -1 0 0
0	 0 1 1
Then a is a 5-by-1 vector, and its elements are interpreted as follows:
a. a l
 = an estimate of the stratum's at-harvest crop acreage proportion for
year 1.
b. a2
 - an estimate of the stratum's at-harvest crop acreage proportion for
year 2.
C, a 3





d.a4 - an estimate of the ratio of the stratum's at-harvest crop acreage
proportions for years 1 and 2.
w
e. a5 - an estimate of the stratum's observable crop acreage proportion




a. a3 - a2 is an estimate of the change in the stratum's at-harvest crop
acreage proportion from year 2 to year 3.
	
w	 •
b. a 3 - a 5
 is an estimate of the change in the stratum's observable crop
acreage proportion from growth stage 1 to growth stage 2.
Since the SAS implementation provides the entire matrix of mean squared errors
w
for a, measures of dispersion can be calculated for all the estimators listed.
Example 2: Suppose the model is now
yijkx = tn(p ijkd = a i + 6j + pt + 6ojl + r  + eijkt	 (3.4)
where all terms are as defined for equation (3.1), with
a. P.
	
	 an adjustment for the tendency of crop acreage proportion estimates
in substratum R to be different from the stratum's crop acreage
proportion.
b. 6pjx
 - an adjustment due to the interaction of 6 j and p,.
Since X must be a full rank, a reasonable matrix representation
of equation
(3.4) using the data of table 3-1 is
tn(.279) 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 e12ll
An(.154) 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 e2221
' tn(.149) 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 e322i
tn(.074) 1 0 0 0 -1 0 a1 0 0 1 0 e1231
tn(.073) 0 1 0 0 -1 0 012 0 0 1 0
r1 e2232
tn(.229) 0 1 0 0 -1 0 a3 0 0 0 1 r2 e2242
tn(.212) 0 0 1 0 -1 0 61 0 0 0 1 r3 e3242
tn(.275) 1 0 0 1 1 1 a1 1 0 0 0 r4 ellll
tn(.152) 0 1 0 1 1 1 6c11 0 1 0 0 e2121
tn(.073) 1 0 0 1 -1 -1 0 0 1 0 e1132
tn(.069) 0 1 0 1 -1 -1 0 0 1 0 e2132
tn(.210) 0 0 1 1 -1 -1 0 0 0 1 e3142
(3.5)
Let C be defined as
1 0 0 0 0 0
C- 0 1 0 0	 1 0	 (3.6)
0 0 1 0 -1 0
then a is interpreted as follows:
a. a l - an estimate of the stratum's at-harvest crop acreage proportion for
year 1.
b. a2 - an estimate of the at-harvest crop acreage proportion for substratum
1 in year 2.
C. a3 - an estimate of the at-harvest crop acreage proportion for substratum
2 in year 3.
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Example 3: Suppose an estimate of the stratum's at-harvest crop acreage
proportion for year 2 which uses only data from growth stage 2 in year 2 is
desired,
An appropriate mixed AOV model is
	
yk = ( 1 /2)tn TiP i 
n v + r  + e 	 (3.1)
The corresponding matrix representation of the data is
(1/2)An k7w) 	1	 1 0 0 r1	e1
(1/2)tn( 3 )	 1 u+ 0 1 0 r2 + e2	(3.8)
(1/2)Rn(. 771)
	
1	 0 0 1	 r3	e3
This representation, however, does not satisfy the requirement that
n > rank(X:Z) + 1. The requirements for estimation can be met if the
fixed-effect model
yk - u + e 	 (J.9)
is considered instead.
The removal of the random effect from the model causes no computational diffi-
culty _ the estimation of y need only be bypassed. In addition, if the true
(unknown) value of y is small relative to o2 (also unknown), the models (3.7)
and (3.9) are roughly equivalent in their effect. In the SAS implementation
of the methodology, specification of a random effect matrix Z is optional.
w
The only appropriate matrix C for model (3.9) is C = [11; hence a	 a l , where
w
a 1 is an estimate of the stratum's at-harvest crop acreage proportion for
year 2.
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4. DOCUMENTATION OF THE SAS IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of the methodology proposed in this paper has been
developed using the PROC MATRIX feature of SAS (release 79.1) as implemented
on the Earth Observations Division Laboratory System (EOOLS) AS/3000 computer.
It currently resides in accounts JSC1740 and DS40 under the program identifier
GMYP,,t-",:. The designation of variable names within the program corresponds !s
closely as possible to the names and symbols used in this document. In
addition, the program has a thorough internal documentation.
4.1 REQUIRED INPUTS
The GMYP/SAS program requires the following matrices as inputs: PARM, P, X,
Z. and C.
The PARM matrix is a 1-by-4 array vector containing the values of operating
parameters used by the algorithm. specifically,
a. PARM(1.1) - the number of reweighting iterations that should be performed
in arriving at the final estimate of W (usually 2 is a sufficient value.)
b. PARM(1,2) - a numerical designator indicating the transformation that
should be employed (0, identity; 1, log; 2, logi*_).
c. PARM(1,3) - a specification for the value of e 1 (usually .001).
d. PARM(1,4) - a specification for the value of e2 (usually .01).
The definitions of matrices P (i.e., y), X, Z, and C are the same as those
given in this document.
The current version of the program requires that the user initialize the
matrices using the SAS assignment declarations within the program. Hence, the
user must be familiar with the procedure for assigning values to matrices in




If a model with no random effect is to be fitted, 1 should be a column vector
of zero's (i.e., 1 - 0n.) Also, the program verifies that the specified
designs satisfy assumptions i and j of section 2. If not, processing
terminates. If the specified design satisfies assumptions i and J, processin g
will continue even if the resulting model and estimates have no reasonable
interpretation.
4.1 PROGRAM OUTPUTS
The GMYP/SAS program provides the user with a number of outputs, including the
input data, intermediate parameter estimates, and final results. All outputs
are generated using the PRINT option of PROC MATRIX. Hence, all numeric quan-
tities are output in matrix format and are labeled by their interval variable
names. Table 4-1 shows the variables for which values are outpu^ and the
interpretation of these variables.
4.3 EXAMPLE RUNS
A sample input for examples 1, 2, and 3 of section 3 is shown in figure 4-1.
Sample outputs for examples 1, 2, and 3 are given in figures 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4.
The lines of code shown in figure 4-1 should be inserted into the SAS program
at the location indicated on the program listing given in figure 4-5. A flow
chart showing the functional flow of GYMP/SAS is shown in figure 4-6.
TABLE 4-1.- VARIABLES OUTPUT IN THE GMYP/SAS PROGRAM
Variable	 Interpretation
PARM	 Row vector of parameters
P	 n-by-1 Vector of observed responses
X	 n-by-t Fixed-effect design matrix
Z	 n-by-s Random-effect design matrix
Y	 Transfornv d-response vector
W	 Final iteratively refined estimate of W
SIGMAE	 Estimate of a2E
SIGMADE	 Degrees of freedom upon which the estimate of of is based
GAMMA	 Estimate of y
B	 Estimate of a = s
BVAR	 Estimated V-C matrix for g
C	 c-by-t contrast matrix
YA	 Estimate of Co = ,
YAVAR	 Estimated V-C matrix for yc
A	 Estimated value of a = a
ABiAS	 Estimated bias of a
AMSE	 Estimated MMS for a
PDIF Vector of prediction residuals between _E and its corresponding
mixed model estimate. (POIF can be used to calculate measures
of "goodness of fit" for the model and transformation used.)
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E
ORK tat PAGE ISOF POOR Q JpL.iTY.
* DATA FOR EXAMP``E1 IN IMPLEMENTATION DOCUMENT;
PAPM=2 1 .001 * 0 ;
P=.279/.154/.149/.074/.073/. 229/.212/.275/.152/.073/.069/.2101
X=1 0 0 0/0	 0
0
 0!0 U	 0/1 0 0 0/0 11 0 0/0 1 0 0/
_	
1/0 l 0 1/1 0 0 1/0 1 0 1/0 0 1 1 10 0 1 0/1 0
Z=1 0 0 0%1 0 0 0/0 1 0 0% 0 O 1 0/0 0 1 0/0 0 0 1 9
C=1 0 0 0/0 1 0 0/0 0 1 0/1 — 1 0 0/0 0 1 1;
a. Sample input, example I.
* DATA FOR EXAMPLLE2 IN IMPLEMENTATION DOCUMENT;
PAPM=2 1 .001 .01;
P=.279/.154/.149/.074/.073/. 229/.212/.275/.152/.073/.069/.210;
X=1 0 0 0 1 0/0 1 0 0 1 0/0 0 1 0 1 0/1 0 0 0 — 1 0/
0 1 0 0 — 1 0/0 1 0 0 — 1 0/0 0 1 0 —1 0/1 0 0 1 1 1/
0 1 0 1 1 1/1 0 0 1 — 1 — 1/0 1 0 1 — 1-1/0 0 1 1 — 1 —1;
Z=1 0 0 0/0 1 0 0/0 1 0 0/0 0 1 0/0 0 1 0/0 0 0 1/
0 0 0 1/1 0 0 0/0 1 0 0/0 0 1 0/0 0 1 0/0 0 0 1;
C=1 0 0 0 0 0/0 1 0 0 1 0/0 0 1 0 — 1 0;
b. Sample input, example 2.
* DATA FOR EXAPMLE3 IN IMPLEMENTATION DOCUMENT;





c. Sample input, example 3.
Figure 4-1.- Sample input for examples 1, 2, and 3 of section 3.
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77 ^7.7777,^,.'
r ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
S T A T	 I S T	 I C A L A N A L Y S I S	 S Y S T E M
PAWM COLT COL2 C00 COL4
Rowl 2 1 0.001 0001
P COLI
Rowl 0 279
Ro w 0: 54ROO 0 1 49
ROW4 0074
Rows 0 073ROw6 0:ROP7
Jf90	 2ROW8 0	 75
RU*9 0.152RO W 1 0 0 9 07 3
RO W11 0	 69ROw 2 8?21
x COLI COL2 C00 COL4
Row









0kOW4 1 0 0 0ROW5 0 1 0 0RUW6 0 0 0ROW7 0 0 1 0ROWS 1 0 0  1ROW9 0 1 0ROW10 1 0 0RUW11 0 1 0ROW14 0 0 1
Z COL COL2 COL COL4
Row 11
ROWI 1 0 0 00 0 0
RR O w3OWS 0 0 00 0 0RO W 5 0 0 1RQ W 6 0 0 0 ?ROw7 0 0 0 1ROW8
I 1







Rowb -1 *474 03ROW7






















OF POOR QUAD TY
S T	 A T I S T	 I C A L A N A L r 5	 I 5
	
S Y S T E M
w
COL1 COLE COLS COC10 COC^1 COL12
► Owl 0.388701
0 0 0 0 0
ROw2 0 0.1843690
00 0 0
RUw3 0 0 0. 17213 0 0 0
_	 ROw4 0 0.080229500 0 0 0
ROwS 0 0 0 0.07727880 0
ROW6 0 0 0 0
0.2937610
ROW?
0.27259 0 8 0 0 0
ROWS
0 0.377576 0 0 0 0
ROw9 0 0 0.179849 0 0 0
RUW10 0 0 060784319 0 0
ROW11 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 090755519 0










S T A T I	 S T	 I	 C A L A N A L Y S	 I S	 S Y S T E M






ROw3 0.092255% 000924181 0.0925046 -.000025+671
ROw4 -.000022708 -.000.02269+ -9000029671 .0000594303
C CUL1 COL2 COLS COL4 
11
RUw2 0 1 0 0
RUw4 1 -1 0 0











YAVAk CUL1 COL2 COL3 COL4 COL5
RUw1 0.0925477 0.0922792 0.0922554 09000268564 0.0922327
ROw2 0.0922792 090924419 0.0924181 -.000162763 0.0923954
RUw3 0.0922554 0.09241811 0.0925046 -.000162715 O.Oy24749
RON L► 0.000268564 -.000lb2763 -,000162715 0.000431327 •.00016272b











AMSE	 COL1	 COL2	 COLS	 COL4	 COLS
ROw3	 0.00235948 0.00228 1 68 0.00215556 -00Q40271
27 0.0 0 2 4b8ROW	 0	 6	 0.00 4	 9	 .00
	
88502572 O.U82007
ROW4	 .0000465919 -0.0000227 -0.0000
5
257 0.0004b22466 -.000025187






S T A T I S T I C A L	 A N A L Y S I S




































































































^7'	 ^^4•.e it	 ^i1'i. i : L	 a
S T	 A T I	 5	 T	 I	 C	 A	 L A N A L Y 5 i	 Y	 b 1 E M
PAkM COLI COL? COLS CUL4












x COL1 COL2 COL3 CUL4 COLS COLE
ROWI 1 0 0 u 1 0kUW 2 0 1 0 U I URUw3 0 0 1 U 1 0WUW4
kUw S U 1 U 0
-i 0
ROW7 0 U 1 0
-1 UROWS 1 0 U 1 1 1
UwUW1(I 1 U 1 -1 -1IzowI ) 0 1 0 1Row 12 0 0 1 1
Figure 4-3.- Sample output for example 2.
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(^iaci'i r^.L. ri^ F^
OF p0OR QUALITY
S T A T 1	 5	 1	 I	 C	 A L A N A L Y 5 1	 5	 5 Y 5	 1	 t M
w COL1 CUL2 COLS CUL4 CULS CUL6
CULL CULb CULV CUL10 CUL11 COL12
ROW1 U.387995 0 0 0 0 0
U U 0 U 0 U
8012 U 0.184057 0 U 0 0
0 U U 0 0 0






ROW5 0 0 0 0 0.0774223 0
0 0 U U 0 0
ROW6 0 0 0 0 0 0.243795
0 0 0 U 0 0
RO47 0 0 U 0 0 0
0.273154 0 U U 0 u
Rowa 0 0 U 0 0 0
0 0.3 782a2 0 0 0 0
RO'W 9 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0.1t+0122 0 U U
ROW10 U 0 U U 0 0
0 0 U U.U7b2b4tb 0 U
ROW11 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 U 0.0754138 0
RO,412 0 U U 0 0 0



















T I	 S	 T	 I	 C	 A L A N A L Y 5	 1	 S	 S	 Y	 b, T	 E	 M
HVAR +: OLI CUL2 CUL3	 CUL4 CULS CULb
ROWI 0.162 50x1 001 b 21N2 0.1b2149 -.00UO2.0b4b -.0000431x7 -6.396bE -06
RUw2 O.lh ?le 0.1'1l36 0.16?347	 -.000ueu4JI .0000?1?4e5 -6.40hnF-06
RUW3 001t?1••9 0.I0,> 341 0.1hz471	 -.000040,ti9 . 00 0 0164 172 0.O0003h2r4b
kOW4 -.0000?.(-A4b -.0000rb637 -.00004055' .OU00I 30X7 .000UU2ts^)48 -.U00UlUr1')
kuwS -.00OU43157 .000U2114^5 .UVUUlr^4712	 .uU0UO2Hb4n U.lh?1Ub - .U000309Nd
RUw6 -6.3985E-06 -b.4U68L-0b 0.00UCSb?6b -6000010415 -.0000309138 O.000U04107
L COL1 CUL2 CUL3	 CUL4 COLS COLE
RO W 1 u	 u 01






YAVAR COLT COL2 CUL3
ROwl 0.1bc+08 0.162136 O.lb2192
ROW2 0.162136 0.3?472ti .00003533PN6
ROWS 0.162192 9000U36330d U.324144
COLT
ROWI 0.167485






AMSE COL1 COL? COLS
ROWI 0.00455855 0.00+5634 Oo00327893
ROW2 0.0055634 0.0136295 8.9851E-01
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•( SAS PROGRAM TO PERFORM MVbLTI-r1Ak ANALjjIS Of lEGMENT PROPORT ON ESTIMATES(
• VIA ITERATIVELY EW IwHT U LEA T SOUA 	 ANALL IS OF THE M1XEa AOV M DELI;
	
• i	 YtP) • A •R • Z •R • El
• 1 5 Q E	 g ¢
	









•	 n 	 V CO•T uF F JA Fp 
EFFE TyxEU EFFECTSI













•	 11 P g	 RANDO"
TS
 ECCTON WII TH MEAN PI AND VARIANCEI
PRaPGRT jONA 	 P •(1•pi)
2) R S A RAN0M VEECOR w TH M IAN AZ RO AND DIAGONAL V
—C MATRIA$
') SD1!G5ME^'21;O;
MNR^N OrjTMAMI N I!ANO QIAGONALV•C MATRIXI
0 AGONAL, LGMT • SjGMAE •VAR(r t )NV(Y)•SIGMAE)i
4) F AND EE IAk	 N
En, 





6C S 1A9Z 
ARE F FU	 COLUMN RANKI	
1I
	









TO d! F TTE01
	
•	 7) AppD T
•
 A0NALL AS UMPTI ONS N THE Gf5MAY BEl
B) J
NC R^ORATEU INTO THE D SIGN MATRHES: X•Z1
HE NUMBER OF 08SEOVATIONS IS AT LEAST RANK(X:Z)•li
	
•	 REQUIRED INPUTS: PARM• P• X. Z• CS
• i
	
•	 OUTPUTS: PARM• P. At Z. r. w• SIGMAS. SEGMApi• GAMMA. 89 BVAR(
	
•	 C. YA. YAVAk • At ARIAS. AMSE. 0IF1
	




•	 PARM n A ROw VECTOk	 ALGQpRI1HM VARAMET RS1
	
•	 PAkMt 1 :^; :yuMeEP OF R WEI GHTING I	 9pNS (USUALLY )
PARM(	 RANFORMAT ONTTTPE (0-4 	TY•1-L )G•2-LO
PAPm( •)=TOLERANCEE L MIT FO -wQp K	 F	 SyN4	 UNCT 0'. lU UALLY
	
•	 PARM( •4) n TOLLRANCE L MT FOR WEI	
•Cp




P n TM CO0LUMN VE TOR pp R SPONJE I
A n TM FIxEU EFF CCT 5 DE I
E
	•	 s TM RAN-	 EF	 TS D 5 N S
MATT IXi E E
	
E
FOR WHICHPREO ECCTMODDYVAJUES I OF TRANSFORMEDFRESPONS IGYA) ANOIG51
	
•	 RESPONSE (A) AE RESIR DI
Y • THE TRANSFORMED RESgP0NSE VECT02
	
•	 W s A WORK MATRIX wMQSE f NA VAk E 1 THE LAST UPDATED WEIGHTING$
MATRIX FOR n MOpc` p I
S51IGMAE n THE EC
,440A ' jiRIANCE _JFpRAEO T ANN
S OR1j- a 1
0
R VARIANCE • VAH(SO T(W)•E)1
	
•	 $ I GMAOF n H   	 TRANSf UNMEI^ ERROR(AMMA • THE E 5TIMATE RAN00M
	
•	 VANIANC RA IO$
	
•	 g s THE V CTOR Of F XEO EEFFEECCT FSTjMAT E
1
	
•	 BVAR s TH EESTIMAT
EE
E VARIANCE- vVARg5AEN gIMATRIX FOR 01
YATM CFIxEDTHFFECTD SS (D 





(I 	 ppS p 	 55 EYAAA s ATIHi SPREOpT [RTtOF RES^RpN E—TRANNSTMAMU TIMATO^^ NI+SAIN Ci
	
•	 AGUAS s A VE TOR F 1PP	
.(R XIMATEE I$I	 f i	
FfUO
	
•	 AMSE -;T	 ESSTIMATEO VANlllANCE-COVAR AN E MAT X FOR THE PREDICTED$
	
•	 VALUES PIN Ai
	
•	 POIF s P	 PRAT n THE FINAL VECTOR OF PREDICTION ERRORS$
•
• NO s NUMBER OF ROwS(OBSERVATIONS ) IN As P• Z• U1
	




•	 NCC X • NUM N 
8
f 44LUMN N At
	
•	 NCZ n N M R F cG.cOfLLY^1 MN	 Z
XZ = TN	 NCATCNATI ON 0 X. • (X1Z)l
	
•	 RANKXZ n ANK OF (Xt1) •• (xi li
	•	 PHAT • A YORK VECTOR WHOSE ANAL VALUE IS THE PREDICTED RESPONSLI





FILE , GMrP	 SAb	 A	 FOOL / JOHNSO
N SPACE CENTER
TnAQR1E T ►Pi NearEp I ^EO ITRAN FORME
J;RqJ10kN1JvR8,t!'4EmP.
PE ECT 0 slostRESPONDING TO P1
•	 • Tr+E W Cv#4? Nv MATR X QM TH  
	
NV T! T•I i
V
MI 1SCEL`` AN US UNSTANT W±N0 1 :NT •+  ^ 	 SSE- SSd/
•	 ZAWXZI• X.x1. Xvx1•
• f	 --..-..- -------
--------------------------------------------------------1
;A; MTATRI At
• I J NPUt AL+EORITH pARAMEJER
I I I N THE ROM VECTOR + PARMit
• f	 UT FIN Ep1 INP	 E HER^MPLEMENTATION DOCUMENTS
T	 it E	
o	
1 IN• A A i0 O XAMPp 	 g
AR MMEJ I SUM il$g7r/ i 073,.129/ 212/. J7 /
Q
6 1 2o•O^a/• 069/.2101





S 1	 0 0/	 0/0 0	 /0 0 l
C• I o 0 O i^ 1 0
1
0 / 0 0 0 0/ 1II -1 0 00y,4E 0 0 1 IEE {
NJ ER E SS
^ i BEGIN STME MO  PEWFORM CAICUCATELSIO•EuEjXN01i.A MA SQUARES ANALTSIS+
•+
• 1NTTIA^I2^ i
 i0R FIRST ITERATION AND PRINT DATA •
PAF•AMETERS{
PRiN PO M
• + NHsNMQY A)1 NsC •NRO IC1{	 XNC JO W1 PM
ATt i yap'
F ANTtj) TM N N4Z NC LI 1+ EL 	 v
M IN1r1(l I9 1
N A •X11 1 LSE X •Xt
• CHECK FOR SINGUL AR DSIGN MATRICESS
1F n (1• •A)< 0001 TH N 001	 STOPS ENO
°OT • THE D g?y MATR A X IS S}N ULAR - PROCESSI
NG STOPS+i
DET ^• Z ► <.00 4 0T THEN -U^OCESSING STOPS-1 STOPS ENJf
1 NOTE rI iHE 0 SIGN MATT	 Z IS SiNVUL








,^( ICI NTODATA TO ESTIMATE MODEL t'ARAMETERS - PROCESSING STOPS+/
STOPi EN^+
• t PEWFORM THE EE^EITED TRANSFORMATION ON THE RESPONSE• P1
• CnMPUTEEEE TH	 N	 AL WEIGHTING MATRIX+
F OARM( + i • 0 THEN LINK :OAKTp1
PARM( + ► :^ TH N L NK OWKr l
i
F PARMt + 1 •l TM N L NA nORKT f
RINT YS
•4
• ITERAT^ TO DETERM
INE THE REFINED WEIGHT MATR X• •
DO 1 . 1 T PARMt]]+1)+
THATBAZ• INVIXi••W•XZ 
*Xt ZPHwTrO{IF PARM( • 1 *0 TH N L	 PO4ATT 1




111 MATE SIGMAE AND +AMMA VIA HENKRSON • S METHOD THREE 
(REFS SEARLE)$
I	 • •hy 4 X • W X11
2XMXZ •G1%V(XZ ••W•XZ t i	
SSE•r••W•(1.(NR) -XZ• X1XZI •XZ +•W) V 1 • •
y•1' ••W• tIXZ • Z AWX I •X • )-IA•XWXI'
X





.ANY l THEN	 O{	 •X•XW1c1•Ks•W1•Z11
LSE GAMMA ' ltSSer/Sl4MAE)-
RANKXZ•NCZ)M/TRACEIZ+••••(I.IN+:)






GAMMA IS NEGATIVE PROCESSING STOPSt STOPS ENDS
P'IN' SIGMAE SIGMADF 'SAMMAI
:1 BEGIN STE
EE
P TWOS CALCULATEp PREDICTIONS AND 
VARIANCES$ EsSI
•t jai. ULATE 
T:*
 P EDI4T Qf' TRANSF RM THE ° NSESS FOR HE D
EGN MATRIX Ct








YA sZ • tit YAVAkaC•SVAk*C # 1
PRINT 0 uVAR C YA YAVA44
•+ CALCU S' REESII OyALS AN!+ INV RSE •TRANSFORMED PARAMETER ESYIMATESI
!WINT
F Wm• l• ) •p fMEN L NK jjNVY
PARM(1• ) n l TM N LNK INVY
PARM(i• ) sZ TM N L111111 NK III NVY
 A Ab AS AMS I
POF nP-PMA 1 PRIN PDIF1
A`TURr4I
•------------------ 0 ------.-...-.----------------------------------------- i
F ORMULAS A SOCCIAtEEO WITH Yp• THE 	 NTIITY ItRANSFORMATION S
OORKYOt • OE INE THE •WORKING	 	 fUNCtION$
Y•PI YMATa 4
PMAT Ot - ORINE THE INVERSE 10E04TITY TRANSFORMATION ON THE kESPONSE1
PMAT nVM Tt




GOT6A ONfiNUj' )M/(PWa1J.(NR• •11•Pk11)t
INVYOt . JEtttF 1NE THE INVERSE IDENTITY TRANSFORMATION ON YA nC•tlt
As
AaIA •J.INRC•1.0)1
AM'.4c • YAVAR l
PHAT.YHAT
GOTO CONTINUES
•= FORMULAS A5SGC ITT D 0M r • THE OG TRANSFORMATION$
MURRYIi • D FINE TM • 0ORK1N^ `OG 0 ^UN^TIpQNI
A •PARR	 )! YU nL 41A0a/EAPIl	 la/AO$
v Js1 4 NRI
F M(J•1) < • XU TM N YIJ91)aY0•(P(J•1)0SLOPE)1
_NDi r1J•11 nLOG1 (J•I))1
nM4Trli 1• DEFINE THE INVERSE LOG TRANSFORMATION ON THE RESPONSES
PMATaEAPIVMAT! t






INvY t • DEFYtil THE INVERSE LOG TRANSFORMATION ON Y A=C086
AnYAS Y nLOO(KO)l
DO J a i TO NRC$
Tp
arA(J9I)1
 ap<Yj ;MEN A(J 1)•0,1
CLS I 94<Y1 tM N A(J!l) n (BO•YO WSLOPE{













Al O IATEO W TM Y2• THE LOGIT TRANSFORMATION$






vo w Sa O6( r0#/ (1 •Y0)) t




•1^<!O THEN Y(J•1) nr0•(P(J•1)aSLOPE)i




OMATr2t • EfINF THE INVERSsE GIT TRANSFORMATION ON THE RESRONSEI
0 
TP 
API	 HMT `NTJN4.1.1^ '
• DE i N
	
E	 A. MA TTTT RXI
 
<s^Mt]•41)i






FILES GMYP	 SAS	 A	 EODL / JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
INVY2: • DEFINE THE INVERSE LOGIT TRANSFORMATION ON YA=C•81
A=YA1 Y1=.S«LOG(XOM/(1-XO));




ELSE If "")<Y1 THEN A(J91)=(80-Y0)«/SLOPE1
ELSEIj+ H0)-YO THEEN 4(• )=1.i




ARIA S=vEC IAG YAV.k1028TEMPO(J.(NRC•1.1)-TEMP)r /((J.(NRC9191)•TEMP)003)9






Initialize PARM, P, X, Z, C
Check design assumptions 	 Asss mptions _ ,,♦ Stop
Compute Y
Compute W iteratively
Compute a E and Y




Calculate A, ARIAS, AMSE
Calculate residuals
Figure 4-6.- Functional flow chart for program GMYP/SAS.
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